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READ, WRITE, LEAD
Regie Routman • 9781760013448

Literacy is an integral part of our lives, whether we are students 

or adult professionals. Giving all educators the breadth of 

knowledge and practical tools that help students strengthen 

their literacy skills is the focus of Read, Write, Lead. This book 

offers time-tested advice on how to develop a schoolwide 

learning culture that leads to more effective reading and 

writing across the curriculum. In their own voices, teachers, 

principals, literary specialists and students offer real-life 

examples of changes that led to dramatic improvement in 

literacy skills and - perhaps just as important - increased joy in 

teaching and learning.  

113016 • $39.95

TEN DIFFERENTIATION STRATEGIES FOR 
BUILDING LITERACY IN THE AUSTRALIAN 
CURRICULUM
Jill Spencer • 9781760013042

In Ten Differentiation Strategies for Building Literacy in the 

Australian Curriculum, Jill Spencer shares effective, proven 

strategies to engage students in reading and writing. With the 

Australian Curriculum in mind, she addresses the hundreds 

of decisions teachers must make in a day in response to the 

reading and writing needs of their students, and answers 

important questions. These easy-to-use strategies will ratchet 

up the engagement level of students by causing them to 

interact with content in all of their classes at the high levels required by the curriculum. 

AML3042 • $29.95
READY TO LEARN
Anne Burke • 9781760017675

This timely book explores innovative ways teachers can use 

play-based activities to build a strong literacy foundation for 

young learners. It shows teachers how to reconcile the early 

childhood knowledge that children bring to school with the 

needs of a more formal education experience. Ready to Learn 

is committed to creating classrooms that feature collaborative 

learning spaces where children work with their peers, assume 

roles and viewpoints, and communicate naturally with each 

other. The social and shard interaction of learning through play 

is what informs the literate lives of children. 

PBP7675 • $29.95

POWERFUL READERS
Kyla Hadden, Adrianne Gear • 9781760563264

Step-by-step lessons for introducing and using the strategies, 

connections to literary devices, curricular connections for 

nonfi ction, reading lists, and rubrics for each strategy are 

all part of this valuable resource. New and experienced 

teachers will fi nd the tools they need to go beyond a literal 

understanding and teaching secondary students how to read 

more deeply. 

PBP3264 • $32.00

100 MINUTES
Lisa Donohue • 9781760016685

100 Minutes: Making Every Minute Count in the Literacy Block 

is a comprehensive look at literacy and learning that includes 

reading, writing, oral communication and digital literacy. This 

timely book shows teachers how to fi t balanced literacy into 

a daily 100-minute literacy block using a framework of whole-

class instruction and focused small-group sessions, combined 

with independent work. By chunking a literacy block into 

three distinct sections, this practical resource argues that it is 

possible to provide opportunities for students to engage in all 

aspects of literacy. This book shows teachers how to manage 

a literacy block in which students have choice and voice in their learning, capitalise on 

their own strengths, identify areas for growth and set personal learning goals. 

PBP6685 • $34.95

LITERACY UNLEASHED
Bonnie Houck, Sandi Novak • 9781760560775

In Literacy Unleashed, Bonnie D. Houck and Sandi Novak 

explain why ensuring high-quality reading instruction is one 

of school leaders’; most important jobs and introduce their 

Literary Classroom Visit Model. Meticulously researched 

and refi ned through years of application in the fi eld, the LCV 

Model enables administrators to evaluate and improve literacy 

instruction in their school or district. With both academic 

standards and 21st century jobs requiring higher-level literacy 

skills, quality reading instruction is more important than ever. 

This book provides everything you need to create a culture 

of literacy, refl ective practice, and continual learning among staff and students alike. 

116042 • $39.95

LITERACY ESSENTIALS: Engagement, 
Excellence, and Equity for All Learners
Reggie Routman • 9781760566753

This book address how to ensure that all students are engaged 

each day in meaningful, challenging and joyful work. This is 

only possible when every student is given equal opportunity 

to learn within a culture of empowerment in which all students 

and teachers feel encouraged and supported to let their voices 

be heard, explore their passions and interests, develop deep 

knowledge, and become their fullest and truest selves. Based 

on her ongoing teaching, leading and coaching in diverse 

schools Regie offers F-12 teachers and leaders practical, 

easy-to-implement tools to help students develop as self-determining readers, writers 

and learners. Literacy Essentials shows what’s possible when teachers and schools 

raise expectations for all students and create an intellectual culture based on trust, 

collaborative expertise and celebration of learners’ strengths.

SHP6753 • $65.00

GAMIFY LITERACY: Boost Comprehension, 
Collaboration and Learning
Michele Haiken • 9781760563684

With Gamify Literacy, teacher Michele Haiken brings together 

top educators and gaming professionals to share gamifaction 

strategies, demonstrating how teachers can use gaming tools 

and activities to improve literacy and content learning. 

IST3684 • $35.95

LITERACY 101
David Booth • 9781760562939

In this expansive survey, David answers question from teachers 

like you about turning research and theory into effective best 

practice. Teachers will fi nd the answers they need and can 

use on almost any topic from phonics and words walls, using 

traditional texts to comics, songs and the internet, and using 

testing as a teaching tool to creating a classroom community 

that is both diverse and welcoming. More than just a guide - 

it’s also the compelling story of one teacher’s journey through 

literacy. 

PBP2939 • $29.95

THE DAILY 5, SECOND EDITION
Gail Boushey, Joan Moser • 9781760013721

The Daily Five Second Edition will give you everything you 

need to launch and sustain the daily fi ve in literacy and 

mathematics including materials and set up, model behaviours 

and detailed lesson plans into which you can place your own 

lesson content. You will fi nd specifi c tips for implementation 

and solutions to common problems. Of particular use are 

the strategies for engaging ‘barometer children’ – those 

challenging children who can so easily infl uence the climate 

in the classroom. 

SHP3721 • $39.95
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APPRENTICESHIP IN LITERACY, SECOND 
EDITION, F-4
Linda Dorn, Tammy Jones • 9781760017835

Apprenticeship in Literacy has become a teacher favourite, 

covering all aspects of a balanced literacy program in an 

integrated manner and showing how all components are 

differentiated to address the needs of diverse learners. An 

apprenticeship approach to literacy emphasises the role of 

the teacher in providing demonstrations, engaging children, 

monitoring their understanding, providing timely support 

and ultimately withdrawing that support as the child gains 

independence.

SHP7835 • $39.95

THE RIGHT TO BE LITERATE
Brian Pete, Robin Fogarty • 9781760561833

Students of the digital age have access to a voluminous 

amount of information, and literacy skills are of paramount 

importance. The Right to Be Literate: 6 Essential Literacy 

Skills presents F-12 teachers and administrators with 

research-based support and standards-aligned strategies 

to develop the six literacy skills students will need to think 

critically and communicate collaboratively in the 21st century: 

reading, writing, listening, speaking, viewing and representing. 

Educators can either read straight through the book to explore 

all the presented standards-based strategies for widening 

literacy skills or look for specifi c strategies they haven’t yet tried. 

SOT1833 • $41.25

REIMAGINING LITERACY THROUGH 
GLOBAL COLLABORATION
Pernille Ripp • 9781760563929

Moving from Denmark to the United States inspired Ripp to 

hone a literacy curriculum to help students adapt and thrive 

outside the classroom. Reimagining Literacy Through Global 

Collaboration provides clear guidance for F-12 teachers in 

giving students globally connected literacy experiences. With 

the help of readily available technology tools, educators can 

create environments where students gain 21st century skills, 

know their work matters and see their work travel beyond 

classroom walls. In a short, reader-friendly format, this book 

challenges traditional thinking about schooling and encourages readers to question 

their beliefs about what real teaching and learning look like in action. 

SOT3829 • $25.95

TEACHING, LEARNING, LITERACY IN OUR 
HIGH-RISK HIGH-TECH WORLD
James Paul Gee • 9781760563769

This is a profound look at learning, language and literacy. It is 

also about brains and bodies, And it is about talk, texts, media 

and society. These topics are all part of one highly interactive 

process - human development. Gee argues that children 

will need to be resilient, imaginative, hopeful and deliberate 

learners to survive the deeply complex and unpredictable 

world in which they live. In a world beset by confl icting 

ideologies that give rise to hatred and violence, Gee urges 

us to look to a broader set of ideas from seemingly unrelated 

disciplines for a viable vision of education. 

TCP3769 • $39.95

LITERACY THEORY AS PRACTICE
Lara Handsfi eld • 9781760017255

This comprehensive textbook introduces readers to the most 

infl uential theories and models of reading and literacy, ranging 

from behaviourism and early information-processing theories 

to social constructionist and critical theories. Focusing on how 

these theories connect with different curricular approaches to 

literacy instruction (preschool to Year 12), the author shows 

how they both shape and are shaped by everyday literacy 

practices in classrooms. Readers are invited to explore 

detailed vignettes that offer a practice-based view of theories 

as they are brought to life in the classroom. 

TCP7255 • $45.95

TO LOOK CLOSELY
Laurie Rubin • 9781760017781

In To Look Closely: Science and Literacy in the Natural World, 

Laurie Rubin demonstrates how nature study can help students 

become careful, intentional observers of all they see, growing 

into stronger readers, writers, mathematicians and scientists 

in the process. From setting a tone of inquiry-based thinking 

in the classroom to suggesting specifi c units of study for 

reading, writing and science, Laurie guides teachers step-by-

step through the basics of how to integrate the skills acquired 

through nature study into every subject. You will also discover 

all the ways this purposeful work nurtures ‘green’ citizens who 

grow up determined to value and protect the natural environment. 

SHP7781 • $35.95

PROFESSIONAL LEARNING IN ACTION
Victoria Risko, MaryEllen Vogt • 9781760560362

Risko and Vogt provide a unique and progressive approach for 

engaging the professional learning of teachers of literacy, reading 

specialists, literacy coaches and instructional leaders, content 

specialists, and administrators. Their deliberate use of Professional 

Learning signals the importance of educators engaging in 

authentic and inquiry-based decision-making. They describe and 

provide examples of needs assessments and progress monitoring 

activities that are embedded within differentiated professional 

learning activities, such as book clubs, lesson study, family literacy 

groups, and peer and literacy coaching. 

TCP0362 • $39.95

ENGAGING STUDENTS IN DISCIPLINARY 
LITERACY, K-6
Cynthia Brock, Virginia Goatley, Taffy Raphael, Elisabeth Trost-

Shahata, Catherine Weber • 9781760015169

This accessible book will help primary school teachers improve 

literacy instruction inside or outside the Common Core 

environment. The authors address teachers’ instructional needs 

by introducing key concepts from current trends in literacy 

education, from high-level standards to the use of 21st-century 

literacies. Readers then follow teachers as they successfully 

implement the curriculum they developed to promote high-level 

thinking and engagement with disciplinary content. 

TCP5169 • $30.95

FROM PENCILS TO PODCASTS
Katie Stover, Lindsay Yearta • 9781760561420

Fully embedding technology into the curriculum is key to 

preparing students to meet the demands of the 21st century. 

The authors provide K-6 teachers with practical suggestions 

for incorporating technology into familiar literacy practices 

and illustrate ways technology can deepen students’ literacy 

development. Each chapter includes information about easy-

to-use technology tools, examples from real classrooms, and 

step-by-step instructions to get started. 

SOT1420 • $48.40

30 STRATEGIES TO BUILD LITERACY 
SKILLS
Eric Jensen, Leann Nickelsen • 9781760012847

Encourage teachers to help students work smarter, not harder, 

to become actively engaged in their own learning. The thirty 

research-based, easy-to-use strategies - applicable to any 

content area - encourage student mastery of the curriculum 

standards for English. Using this practical resource, teachers 

and administrators will understand the components of engaged 

classrooms and create an environment where students are 

active participants in their learning; teach students to engage 

emotionally with text and retain and explain what they’ve 

read; distinguish between top-down, passive classrooms and two-way, engaged-

for-success classrooms that promote higher-level thinking and learning; and support 

lesson plans with activities, lists, and other reproducibles. 

SOT2847 • $32.95

TEACHING DISCIPLINARY LITERACY
Charles Peters, Deanna Birdyshaw, Amy Bacevich • 

9781760560003

This practical guide will help pre- and inservice secondary 

teachers and their instructors and coaches to use videos as a 

resource to improve teaching. Derived from the authors’ research 

and experience in a teacher preparation program using video 

records of practice as a core element for refl ection and growth, 

the book focuses on fi ve disciplinary literacy strategies to help 

teachers identify and develop high-leverage teaching practices 

across a range of subject areas. The text includes samples 

lessons, protocols for leading discussions based on videos and 

methods for making informed decisions about how to select video-related work. 

TCP0003 • $45.95

DRAMATHEMES, FOURTH EDITION
Larry Swartz • 9781760016326

Dramathemes shows teachers simple, engaging strategies for 

exploring literacy in new, innovative ways. Literacy sources 

are at the root of this amazing book that draws on picture 

books, novels, poetry, scripts and photographs as sources 

for effective classroom instruction. Compelling strategies 

throughout Dramathemes are designed to enrich interactive 

possibilities amongst learners in the English classroom. 

By reading, writing and talking both in role and out of role, 

students can develop and creatively share their responses, 

their stories, and their ideas. 

PBP6326 • $34.95
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READING WITH MEANING: Second Edition
Debbie Miller • 9781760013769

Debbie Miller shares her thinking about comprehension 

strategy instruction, the gradual release of responsibility 

instructional model, and planning for student engagement 

and independence. Debbie chronicles a year in her own 

classroom, giving her own vision of strategy instruction and 

intentional teaching and learning. Debbie believes that every 

child deserves at least a full year of growth during each 

classroom year and offers planning documents with matching 

assessments to ensure that no child falls through the cracks. 

SHP3769 • $35.95

MORE TOOLS FOR TEACHING CONTENT 
LITERACY
Janet Allen • 9781760016395

25 new instructional strategies includes a brief description 

of the instructional tool; an exploration of how and why 

the tool would be used for instruction in content classes; 

graphic organisers, models and step-by-step instructions to 

support using and adapting the instructional strategy; and a 

research based that documents the origin, adaptations and 

related reading for understanding the effectiveness of the 

strategy. A handy reference that provides instant access to 

succinct descriptions, practical strategies and manageable 

assessments, allowing teachers to save time and be more fl exible and confi dent in 

meeting students’ needs.

SHP6395 • S25.95

TOOLS FOR TEACHING CONTENT LITERACY
Janet Allen • 9781760016418

This book is designed as a ready reference for content reading 

and writing instruction. Each of the 33 strategies includes a 

brief description and purpose for each strategy, a research base 

that documents the origin and effectiveness of the strategy, 

graphic organisers to support the lesson and classroom 

vignettes to illustrate the strategy in use. Tools highlights 

effective instructional strategies and innovative ideas to help 

you design lessons that meet your students’ academic needs 

as well as content standards, providing a quick reference when 

implementing standards, designing assessment or evaluating 

resources for literacy instruction.

SHP6418 • S25.95

POETRY MENTOR TEXTS: F-8
Lynne Dorfman, Rose Cappelli • 9781760560430

This book shows how to use poems in both reading and 

writing workshops and across content areas. Written in a 

friendly, conversational tone, this practical book explores 

a variety of poetic forms, including poems that inspire 

response, list poems, acrostic poems, persona poems and 

poems for two voices - versatile forms of poetry that can be 

used in every year level. Each of these poetic form has its 

own chapter featuring fi ve poems with applications for both 

reading and writing classrooms. Helping teachers across the 

curriculum guide their students to become not only skilled 

readers and writers but also more empathetic human beings.

SHP0430 • $32.95

GROWING INDEPENDENT LEARNERS, K-3
Debbie Diller • 9781760016579

Debbie Diller has revolutionised literacy instruction in 

countless classrooms with her books on how to effectively 

use literacy workstations to engage students in critical literacy 

learning. In Growing Independent Learners, she provides a 

comprehensive guide to help you plan instruction focused 

on literacy standards, organise your classroom for maximum 

benefi t and lead your students to independence through 

whole-group lessons, small-group focus and partner learning 

at literacy stations.

SHP657 • S69.95

A PLACE FOR WONDER
Georgia Heard, Jennifer McDonough • 9781760017828

The authors discuss how to create “a landscape of wonder”, a 

primary classroom where curiosity, creativity and exploration 

are encouraged. For it is these characteristics, the authors 

write, that develop intelligent, inquiring, life-long learners. With 

these goals in mind, Georgia and Jennifer provide teachers 

with numerous, practical ways they can create a classroom 

environment where students’ questions and observations are 

part of daily work. They also present a step-by-step guide 

to planning a non-fi ction reading and writing unit of study. 

This book helps teachers reclaim their classrooms as a place 

where true learning is the norm.

SHP7828 • $35.95

STRATEGIES THAT WORK, 2ND EDITION
Anne Goudvis, Stephanie Harvey • 9781760013806

A resource for teachers who want to explicitly teacher 

thinking strategies so that students become engaged, 

thoughtful, independent readers. In this new, revised edition, 

the authors have added 20 completely new comprehension 

lessons, extending the scope of the book and exploring the 

central role that activating background knowledge plays 

in understanding. Another major addition is a section on 

content literacy that describes how to apply comprehension 

strategies fl exibly across the curriculum. 

SHP3806 • $39.95

OPENING MINDS
Peter Johnston • 9781760560263

In Opening Minds: Using Language to Change Lives, Peter 

shows how the words teachers choose affect the worlds 

students inhabit in the classroom, and ultimately their futures. 

He explains how to engage children with more productive 

talk and to create classrooms that support not only students’ 

intellectual development but also their development as 

human beings. Grounded in research, Opening Minds: 

Using Language to Change Lives shows how words can 

shape students’ learning, their sense of self, and their social, 

emotional and moral development. Make no mistake: words 

have the power to open minds - or close them.

SHP0263 • $19.95

ADVENTURES IN GRAPHICA, 2-6
Terry Thompson • 9781760016739

Comic books and graphic novels, known collectively as 

‘graphica’, have long been popular with teenagers and adults. 

Recently, graphica has grown in popularity with younger 

readers as well, motivating and engaging reluctant readers 

who often shun traditional texts. While some teachers have 

become curious about graphica’s potential, many remain 

confused by the number of new titles and series available and 

unsure of its suitability and function in their classrooms. Terry 

Thompson helps teachers navigate this medium and shows 

how teaching with graphica fi ts into literacy frameworks and 

correlates with best practices in comprehension, vocabulary 

and fl uency instruction.

SHP6739 • $39.95

DOING LITERARY CRITICISM
Tim Gillsepie  •  9781760017828

Tim Gillespie, who has taught in public schools for almost 

four decades, has found the lenses of literacy criticism a 

powerful tool for helping students tackle challenging literary 

texts. Doing Literary Criticism gives each theory its own 

chapter with a brief, teacher-friendly overview and a history 

of the approach, along with an in-depth discussion of its 

benefi ts and limitations. Each chapter also includes ideas for 

classroom practices and activities. Tim provides a wealth of 

specifi c classroom-tested suggestions for discussion, essay 

and research topics, recommended texts, exam questions and 

more.

SHP6746 •  $39.95

ASSESSMENT IN PERSPECTIVE
Tammy Mulligan, Clare Landrigan • 9781760017729 

For the past decade, the focus on assessment - particularly 

via mandated tests - has shifted away from the classroom 

and left teachers feeling like they are drowning in data. 

Assessment in Perspective is about moving beyond the 

numbers and using assessment to fi nd the stories of our 

readers. This book helps teachers sort through the myriad of 

available assessments and use each to understand different 

facets of their readers. It discusses how to use a range of 

assessment types - from reading conference notes and 

student work to running records and state tests - together to 

uncover the strengths and weaknesses of a reader.

SHP6791 • $34.95

MAKING NONFICTION FROM SCRATCH 
Ralph Fletcher • 9781760017729 

Do you have students whose nonfi ction writing is formulaic, 

devoid of energy and voice? Skilled nonfi ction writers draw 

on strategies, techniques and craft found in other genres: 

poetry, comedy, even mystery. Without those elements, 

nonfi ction would be dry and dull. In Making Nonfi ction 

from Scratch, professional development and children’s 

book author Ralph Fletcher offers a candid critique of 

how nonfi ction writing is often taught in schools and gives 

teachers the inspiration and strategies they need to help 

their students write authentic nonfi ction. 

SHP7729 • $29.95
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PBP6685 100 Minutes $34.95 

SOT2847 30 Strategies to Build Literacy Skills $32.95 

SHP7828 A Place for Wonder $35.95 

SHP6739 Adventures in Graphica, 2-6 $39.95 

SHP7835 Apprenticeship in Literacy, Second Edition, F-4 $39.95 

SHP6791 Assessment in Perspective $34.95 

SHP6593 Becoming a Literacy Leader $35.95 

SHP6746 Doing Literary Criticism $39.95 

PBP6326 Dramathemes, Fourth Edition $34.95 

TCP5169 Engaging Students in Disciplinary Literacy, K-6 $30.95 

SOT1420 From Pencils to Podcasts $48.40 

IST3684 Gamify Literacy $35.95 

SHP6579 Growing Independent Learners, K-3 $69.95 

PBP2939 Literacy 101 $29.95 

SHP6753 
Literacy Essentials: Engagement, Excellence, and Equity for 

All Learners 
$65.00

TCP7255 Literacy Theory as Practice $45.95 

116042 Literacy Unleashed $39.95 

SHP7729 Making Nonfi ction from Scratch $29.95 

SHP6395 More Tools for Teaching Content Literacy $25.95 

SHP6425 On the Same Page $39.95 

SHP0263 Opening Minds $19.95 

SHP0430 Poetry Mentor Texts, F-8 $32.95 

PBP3264 Powerful Readers $32.00 

TCP0362 Professional Learning in Action $39.95 

113016 Read, Write, Lead $39.95 

SHP3769 Reading With Meaning, Second Edition $35.95 

PBP7675 Ready to Learn $29.95 

SOT3829 Reimagining Literacy Through Global Collaboration $25.95 

SHP3806 Strategies That Work, Second Edition $39.95 

TCP0003 Teaching Disciplinary Literacy $45.95 

TCP3769
Teaching, Learning, Literacy in Our High-Risk High-Tech 

World
$39.95 

AML3042
Ten Differentiation Strategies for Building Literacy in the 

Australian Curriculum
$29.95 

SHP3721 The Daily 5, Second Edition $39.95 

SOT1833 The Right to Be Literate $41.25 

SHP6456 There's Room for Me Here $39.95 

SHP7781 To Look Closely $35.95 

SHP6418 Tools for Teaching Content Literacy $25.95 

SHP3301 When Writers Drive the Workshop $32.95 

SHP6814 Write Like This $39.95 

TOTAL (plus freight) $

WRITE LIKE THIS
Kerry Gallagher • 9781760016814 

In Write Like This, Gallagher emphasises real-world writing 

purposes, the kind of writing he wants his students to be doing 

twenty years from now. Each chapter focuses on a specifi c 

discourse: express and refl ect, inform and explain, evaluate 

and judge, inquire and explore, analyse and interpret and take 

a stand/propose a solution. In teaching these lessons, Kelly 

provides mentor texts, student writing samples and numerous 

assignments and strategies proven to elevate student writing. 

By helping teachers bring effective modelling practices into 

their classrooms, Write Like This enables students to become 

better adolescent writers. More important, the practices found in this book will help 

our students develop the writing skills they will need to become adult writers in the 

real world.

SHP6814 • $39.95

ON THE SAME PAGE
Janet Allen • 9781760016425 

If you have enjoyed the increased engagement and motivation 

that accompany reading with your students and wondered how 

to extend those benefi ts throughout the day, this book offers 

support for using this approach as a foundation for learning 

across content areas. Exploring the use of shared reading as 

an instructional approach for readers and writers at all levels of 

language profi ciency. Janet Allen provides research, resources, 

practical ideas and strategies for building from shared reading 

to increase students’ literate experiences in a variety of 

curricular and instructional areas. This book is enriched with a 

wide range of student work as well as extensive appendices of additional resources, 

graphic organisers, suggested reading lists and teaching guides.

SHP6425 • $39.95

WHEN WRITERS DRIVE THE WORKSHOP
Brian Kissel • 9781760563301

In this practical, engaging book, veteran educator Brian Kissel 

asks teachers to go back to the roots of writing workshop. 

Through stories from real classrooms, Brian reveals that no 

matter where children come from, they all have the powerful, 

shared need to be heard. He focuses on four key components 

of writing workshop, with an eye on what happens when 

teachers step back and allow students to drive the instruction.

SHP3301 • $32.95
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